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?he Principals
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Baba Farid Universitv of Health Sciences

of

Faridkot

Summer Vacation for the Academic year 2018-19

Subject:

This is to infbrm yor-r that Summer Vacation of 37 da5,s for faculty for the Academic year
in two parts by all affi liated and Constituent Nursing Colleges as under:-

20 I 8- I 9 shall be observed

Pafl I:

0l .06.2018 (Friday) to
09.07.2018 (Monday)

Part II:

1

07.01 .2018 (Saturday)

will

be common working day

0.07.20 1 8 ('f uesday) to 1 5.08.20

1

B

(Wednesday)

All the colleges are directed to adhere to the following conditions:-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

The above arrangement should not conflict with student's studies and public interest. However,
minor changes can be affected by the Principals under intimation to the University.
50o/o of staff to be given 50% of holiday at one point of time. The Principal should ensure that
hospital & teaching work does not suffer.
In the event of inspection, the faculty have to come back from the vacation and attend his,4rer
duty.
B.Sc QQ 1"year students who were admitted on 18/08/2017 inthe 1"Counseling,01l09l20l7
in the 2'd counselins and 271091201 7 in the 3'd counseling may be given one week vacations.
No vacations shall be given to the following students to enable them to complete their
curriculum and to earn eligibility criteria to appear in the Annual Examination 2018:(i) B.Sc QlI) l'' year students r'vho were admitted orr l7l1Ol2O17 in the 4'r' counseling.
(ii) Post Basic B.Sc (N) 1" year students who were admitted on 0911012017 in the I"
counseling and2311012017 in the 2"d counseling.
(iii) M.Sc Qri) 1" year students who were admitted on 1317012017 in the 1" counseling and
1711012017 in the 2'd counseling.
From the above cited schedule, 20 days sullmer vacations shall be given to the students.
No college will change the schedule at its own level,

\
Endst. no. No.06-BFUHS(Colleges-C8)/2018/

Dated:

Copy to:

l.

The Director, Research & Medical Education, Medical Education Bhawan, Sector
Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar, Punjab.

2.
J.
4.

SVC for the information of the Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor.
Registrar
Finance Officer
Controller of Examinations
Professor-In-charge (Adms./Regn. )
In-charge (Establishment)
In-charge (Meeting)
Master copy

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
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69,

Dean (Colleges)

